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About This Game

The Unbreakable Gumball is an open-world sandbox superhero game with a unique comic book aesthetic, playable traditionally
and in VR.

Taking place in Elysia, a city suspended over the Atlantic Ocean in the 22nd century, you control Summer Fields, a teenage girl
with a knack for science for bubblegum. Use many gum-related gadgets to subdue criminals, swing and glide around the city,

and be the hero that Elysia and her people deserve, The Unbreakable Gumball!

Features:

 An open-world superhero sandbox in the city of the future

 Swing, glide, and fight crime with a plethora of upgradable bubblegum gadgets

 Complete a large variety of activities like story missions, challenges, races, and more

 A unique comic book aesthetic complete with cel shading and outlines

 Play on your screen with a controller, or put on a VR headset to truly become Gumball

This game is currently in the early development stage, but a demo is available to give you a taste of what the game is like!
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Title: The Unbreakable Gumball
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
New Game+
Publisher:
New Game+

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: TBD

Graphics: TBD

English
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Irony Curtain: Revolutionary Update #2:
 

Comrades!

Our Leader has granted us another glorious update! If you appreciate our work for the bestest country in the world, don’t forget
to write a Steam review! 

The newest revolutionary update includes:

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting MG Floor Run (For Real This Time™);

 fixed a blocking bug that might occur on MG Switchboard;

 fixed a bug that changed the mouse cursor into MG Brick Wall cursor after saving the game;

 fixed a blocking bug occurring on Palace Courtyard with invisible Choir Leader not allowing Evan to use the ladder;

 fixed a blocking bug that made throwing a photo into trash almost impossible;

 fixed a blocking bug that allowed Evan to use oar on the curtain in Leader's Chamber after finishing a minigame;

 fixed a blocking bug that might prevent the train at the end of the game from stopping;

 fixed few typos in English and German language versions;

 fixed a few minor navmesh errors;

 fixed position of a few dialogue pivots.

IMPORTANT! We are trying our best to ensure that fixes work for the games that have been already started, but you might be
forced to start the game again in some cases (e.g. bug with throwing a photo into the trash or using the oar on the curtain after
finishing the minigame).

For the glory of Matryoshka!
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Delve into a mystical world of
Tibetan legends!:
 

 Tibetan Quest: Beyond the World's End is a captivating hidden object game that blends together the elements of the thriller and
adventure genres with oriental esotericism and lore. Journey to the mystical city of Shangri-La and find your missing niece!
Embark on an adventure at the edge of the world to save Larisa from the clutches of the ancient labyrinth!

Will you find courage to save your family beyond the world's end?

The game will be available with a 40% discount in a time limited promotion.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/427550
. MY BROTHER RABBIT NOW AVAILABLE!:
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TIME TO EMBARK ON A GREAT JOURNEY OF IMAGINATION!. THE STORY OF A SHAPESHIFTING
ALCHEMIST!:

In the second part of the Queen’s Quest universe, we plunge into the world of a famous alchemist who has the amazing power to
change forms. When asked by a local lord to help solve the mystery of a recent murder, she agrees and sets out on a quest to
find the perpetrator. During her journey she uncovers a complicated plot to bring chaos to the entire kingdom. Will alchemy be
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enough to stand against the deadly conspiracy?

The game will be available at 40% discount for a limited time after the launch.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/558790?beta=0
. Revisit the magic world of Slavic legends!:

The Sorcerer’s Mirror presents another chapter of the adventures of Mary, a botanist from the first Eventide. This time Mara
has to release her niece Jenny from the clutches of Tvardovsky the immortal wizard, who kidnapped the girl during a trip into
the mountains. Mary will do everything to rescue this girl – she will venture into an ancient forest filled with a mysterious power
and walk along the steep mountain paths and the ruins, where she’ll meet imps, phantoms, and other mystical creatures from
Eastern and Central European fairy tales. To defeat the sorcerer, she’ll have to solve the mystery of the enchanted village and
make very unusual allies, such as the famous 17th-century outlaw Yanosik. Will she reveal the secrets of Master Tvardovsky
before it’s too late?

The game launches with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/510650?beta=0
.  The voice of Dark Souls to sing on My Brother Rabbit!:
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Artifex Mundi has partnered with Emi Evans – the voice behind NieR: Automata and Dark Souls to collaborate on a song
"Dreams", together with Arkadiusz Reikowski (Layers of Fear, Kholat, >observer_). Recently, the duo met in London to recap
the project and record a brief documentary about the experience that you can watch here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxBA1r5AL3o

The song Dreams is available for free on Bandcamp, Soundcloud and Youtube, soon on Spotify and iTunes.

https://youtu.be/25rsEmVhQaI

----

My Brother Rabbit is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that mixes reality with a
child’s imagination. The game will be out on September 21st on Steam, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, Humble
Bundle, GOG, Windows Store and Mac Appstore.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/855640/My_Brother_Rabbit/
. ENTER THE ANCIENT LABYRINTH!:
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Playing as Pamela Cavendish, you will embark on the greatest adventure of your life into the fascinating world of antiquity.
Together with her colleague and fellow scholar Dr. Robert McNamara, our protagonist will follow the trail of a mysterious
organization whose members believe in the actual existence of the mythical Minotaur and are in fact preparing to bring back the
beast after more than 2,000 years. Pamela has to find out what really happened during the epic encounter between the demigod
Theseus and the beast Minotaur eons ago. She needs to learn the truth about the descendant of Ariadne, the only human capable
of thwarting the cult’s plans and stopping the beast of the labyrinth once and for all. Will she manage to defeat the malevolent
cult and stop the legendary horror from returning to our world?

Endless Fables will be available at 40% discount for a limited time after the release.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/504000?beta=0

. BECOME THE NEXT POWERFUL DEMON HUNTER!:

Follow the game or add it to your wishlist to stay updated!. Irony Curtain's Revolutionary Update #1:
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Comrades!

Thank you for purchasing the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love! We hope that your journey to the bestest country in
the world was as great as babushka’s compot! If so, leave as a Steam Review – for the glory of Matryoshka!

This is the first of a few updates to Irony Curtain. We are aware that Western Spies have planted some bugs here and there,
but our special antispy forces are ready to eliminate them once and for all!

That’s why we’re presenting you the official Revolutionary Update with some fixes and polishes, including:

 fixed a few active area points for better cursor feedback;

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting the Floor Run minigame while Evan is still running;

 fixed sound timing for two final cutscenes;

 fixed errors and typos in the German version of the game;

 made The Butcher's line of business more obvious.

As you might have noticed, the premiere build is missing manual save slots. We’ve found that there is a possibility that reloading
the manual save might fail to call all of the proper actions and changes on a scene, which can cause errors. Since those errors
might be game blocking in specific cases, we decided to turn this feature off and only bring it back when we are 300% sure that
it works properly. Hopefully, this happens very very soon.

Don’t forget to spread the love for the bestest country in the world on your social media, using #IronyCurtain hashtag. You can
also reach us on Irony Curtain’s Steam Forum.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/
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